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FORDHAM LAW STUDENT APPOINTED -, 
NAFTA ARBITRATOR 
by Melba Feliberty ('97) positions in labor such as intended at the bargaining ties must continue to work can-American woman, she 
Irene Thomas, a third shop steward and local union table, or when the parties do together. A good arbitrator finds that she does not fit the 
year evening student at president. In addition, she "walks into the hearing with usual perception of t~e av-
Fordham, has recently been has served as a union orga- a clean slate", according to erage arbitrator. There are 
chosen as an arbitration pan- nizer and as a union busi- Thomas. very few female arbitrators 
elist under the North Ameri- ness representative. Pres- Ms. Thomas feels that and even less African-
can Free Trade Agreement ently, Ms. Thomas is an ad- combining her prior experi- Americans. Also, the aver-
(NAFTA). Ms. Thomas, junct professor ofIndustrial ence with her law school age arbitrator tends to be 
who previously submitted and Labor Relations at education has helped her ar- older because many arbitra-
her resume to the u.s. De- Cornell University, where bitration skills in writing and tors begin this new career 
partment of Labor, division she teaches Theory and analysis. She already wrote after retirement from their 
for International Affairs, Practice of Labor Relations in a style similar to IRAC respective field. As an al-
'Was chosen from over nine and Collective Bargaining. (Issue, Rule, Analysis, Con- 'ready experienced labor ar-
, hundred "highly qualified" She was recently appointed Irene Thomas clusion) and discovered that bitrator, this new placement 
applicants. As a panelist, to teach at an Organizing not agree that disciplinary in arbitration she was simi- as an NAALC panelist is an 
Ms. Thomas explained, her Institute sponsored jointly measures were meted out larly taking a "given rule" important step towards Ms. 
job will be to resolve "mat- by the State University of according to the contract, an and applying it to a "new set Thomas' goal of becoming a 
ters related to the implemen- New York and the Central arbitrator is called. In situ- of facts." She ha~ taken full-time arbitrator. 
tation of the North Ameri- Labor Council in New York ations that call for' arbitra- courses related to arbitra- Ms. Thomas is cur-
can Agreement on Labor City. tion, labor and management tion including contracts, rently under consideration 
Cooperation (NAALC), the According to Ms. Tho- jointly select the arbitrator. which she found to be her to serve as a panelist for the 
labor side agreement to the mas, some disputes between Under the NMLC, the ap- most useful first year course: U.S. Postal Service -in the 
NAFTA." Ms. Thomas in- labor unions and manage- pointment of Irene she has She has also taken National New York metropolitan area 
tends to transfer her skills ment arise under collective been pre-approved to arbi- Labor Relation~ Board pro- and is awaiting a tentative 
from serving as a labor arbi- bargaining agreements. The trate labor disputes. cedures and is now, taking appointment. At Fordham, 
trator with both the New conflicts concern the inter- When asked about the employment discrimination. she is a Stein scholar, has 
York State Employment Re- pretation or the implemen- most difficult part of arbi- Coursework in unfair labor served as Administrative 
lations Board and New York tat ion of a written agree- trating, Ms. Thomas noted practices, labor manage- Manager for the AEP pro-
City's Office of Collective ment. Usually, collective two tasks, maintaining con- ment relations and discrimi- gram, and was a semi-final-
Bargaining. bargaining agreements rep- trol (so that e~ch party has nation is useful. ist in last year's Mulligan 
Ms. Thomas' diverse resent a compromise be- an opportunity to present Ms. Thomas looks for- Moot Court Competition. 
20 year history in labor rela- ' tween the parties based on their evidence and , argu- ward to the possibility of She is willing to mentor stu-
tions has prepared her for their relative bargaining ments), and being fair. Fair- serving as a panelist on an dents interested in labor re-
this position. In addition to strength. ness must be based on the international matter. She lations. 
being a labor' arbitrator for When the parties are contract and "industrial fair- admits this appointment is 
the past five years, she unable to resolve a dispute ness." "Industrial fairness" an achievement of which she 
served in various elected concerning what the parties is required because the par- is very proud. As an Afri-
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Northern Ireland HUDlan Rights at FordhaDl 
I . 
On September 19, the Stein Pro-
gram, Amnesty International and Clan 
na Gael sponsored speakers Jane Win-
ter of British Irish Rights Watch and 
Professor Martin Flaherty, who spoke 
concerning "Human Rights and Legal 
Issues in Northern Ireland." 
Jane Winter is the director of Brit-
ish Irish Rights Watch (BIRW), an in-
dependent non-governmental organi-
zation based in London, which moni-
tors the human rights situation in 
Northern Ireland. BIRW researches 
alleged human rights violations, sends 
independent observers to trials, pub-
lishes articles -and reports, provides 
consultancy services to lawyers and 
makes third-party interventions and 
representations in cases and to bodies 
such as the United Nations' Human 
Rights Committee. 
Professor Martin Flaherty teaches 
Constitutional Law, Constitutional 
Theory and International Human 
Rights at Fordham Law. Flaherty took 
part in the Lawyers Committee fact-
finding mission to Northern Ireland in 
June 1995, and is co-authoring the sub-
sequent report to be released later this 
year. 
Winter began the session by giv-
ing a detailed background description 
of the "troubles" in Northern Ireland, 
and the role of human rights when 
analyzing the conflict. She pointed out 
that the conflict in Northern Ireland 
over the past 25 years has cost over 
3,300 lives, and that Northern Ireland 
is currently at a crucial point in its 
history, with" the first opportunity for 
peace within a generation." 
Winter ' outlined 'the conflict in 
Northern Ireland, pointing out that it 
has been about the legitimacy of the 
Northern Ireland state as being part of 
the United Kingdom. The conflict is 
not about religion as is commonly 
thought (due to the anti-Catholic dis-
crimination by the Protestant major-
ity), or even about human rights. Yet 
human rights h(~ye been another casu-
alty of the conflict according to Winter. 
Institutionalized anti-Catholic dis-
crimination and emergency legislation 
implemented by the British govern-
ment have served as flashpoints for the 
conflict. Catholics began protesting in 
the 1960's and some of their concerns 
. (such as unfair allocations of public 
housing) have been addressed. The 
initial Catholic peaceful protests drew 
extremely violent reactions from ex-
gemist Protestant populations in 
Northern Ireland, and the Royal Ulster 
Constabulary (R.U.C.), Northern 
Ireland's police force, failed to defend 
the Catholic population from the in-
creased sectarian attacks. 
This conflict led the British gov-
ernment to deploy troops to Northern 
Ireland in 1 ?69 to protect the Catholic 
population. Yet, Winter said, U ... by 
January 1972, the army's role had 
changed from bejng that.of their pro-
tectors and part of the solution to being 
part of the problem." This culminated 
\n the events on the streets of Derry in 
January 1972 referred to as "Bloody 
Sunday", when 13 unarmed demon-
strators were shot and killed by the 
British Army. 
Particularly prolonging the con-
flict is the plethora of emergency legis-
lation, ranging from internment with-
out trial to trial without jury. "These 
laws have given rise to countless alle-
, '. 
From left to right, Assistant Dean Reilly, Professor Martin Flaherty, Jane Winter from 
British Irish Rights Watch, Samantha Kearns from Amnesty Inernational and Clan na 
Gael and Danial Towell from Clan na Gael at the September 19th discussion of"Human 
Rights and Legal Issues in Northern Ireland. " 
gations of human rights violations", 
said Winter. These allegations have 
brought international attention to the 
situation in Northern. Ireland from 
groups such as Amnesty International, 
the Lawyers Committee, the United 
Nations Human Rights Committee and 
the Committee against Torture, and 
the European Commission and Court 
of Human Rights. These groups have 
all repeatedly criticized the United 
Kingdom for failing to uphold its inter-
national human rights standards. Most 
recently, the U.N. Human Rights Com-
mittee met in Geneva this past July and 
was extremely ·critical of the United ' 
Kingdom for its emergency laws. 
Winter listed several ongoing hu-
man rights abuses in Northern Ireland, 
including the use of plastic bullets, 
drawing adverse inferences from a 
defendant's silence in custody or at 
trial, prolonged detention without pro-
duction before a court, trial without 
jury, lower standards of admissibility 
of confession evidence and refusal to 
transfer prisoners from Britain to Ire-
land. 
Individual situations may include 
being arrested and detained under the 
Prevention of Terrorism Act and kept 
for seven days without charges being 
brought, being released and then be-
ing picked up only a week or two later 
and being held again for seven days 
without charges, etc. For some indi-
viduals this has been 'almost a constant 
cycle of harassII1ent inflicted by the 
RU.C. 
Conditions while in detention are 
another major concern, and it is signifi-
cant that not one complaint by a de-
tainee or former detainee atCastlereagh 
has been upheld. Winters suggests 
that these allegations must be investi-
gated further and dealt with accord-
ingly. 
its subjects, and that there must be 
some sort of guarantee and standard 
created as a basis for the future. Winter 
also pointed out that economic rights 
must be addressed in light of Northern 
Ireland's regional status as a depressed 
area. Cultural rights should also be 
considered, especially when the people 
of Northern Ireland "have far more in 
common than they have differences." 
Although the ceasefires are hold-
ing, there have been four bombs found 
within Northern Ireland, and a series 
of sectarian firebomb attacks have oc-
curred. Winters said that" the ceasefires 
are rock solid, but there is quite a lot of 
tension on the ground." The situation 
as it is does not" threaten the life of the 
nation", and as such it no longer justi-
fies the United Kingdom's derogations 
from its human rights obligations un-
der international treaties such as the 
European Convention on Human 
Rights. There is also no continued 
justification for the massive amounts 
of troops stationed in Northern Ire-
land, particularly since they have been 
confined to barracks, and could be 
ready at a moment's notice even if 
stationed in England. 
Winters said the situation in North-
ern,Ireland since the ceasefire "is ripe 
for bringing about particularly imagi-
native improvements in human rights, . 
but unfortunately that opportunity has 
not been grasped." Although improve-
ments ' have been made such as the 
opening of roads, removal of check-
points at the borders with the Republic 
of Iteland, lifting of the broadcasting 
ban, and exclusion orders being lifted 
on 20 of 38 individuals, Winters said 
this must be supplemented by lifting 
the emergency legislation, since there 
is no longer an emergency situation. 
Professor Martin Flaherty spoke 
next, addressing the complexity of the 
legal and human rights situation in 
Northern Ireland, calling it "a thicket 
and a quagmire" of issues to lie exam-
ined. Flaherty detailed aspects of his 
part in the recent June mission of the 
Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, 
a New York based organization that 
focuses particularly on human rights 
issues involving lawyers and judges 
throughout the world. 
This summer's mission primarily 
addressed three areas: the intimida-
tion of defense lawyers, the mainte-
nance of emergency legislation in a 
non-emergency situation, and biases 
of the judiciary, including composi-
tion and appointment issues. 
The first area was actually a fol-
low-up to an earlier mission which 
was the focus of a 1993 Lawyers Com-
mittee report. This report focused on 
the intimidation by the security forces 
~f defense lawyers, and the murder of 
solicitor 'Patrick Finucane. Routinely 
threats would be made to detainees 
(held under the seven day provision 
without contact with their families or 
lawyers) that their families and their 
lawyer would be killed if their lawyer 
continued to represent them. 
These were not taken seriousl y 
until 1989 when Patrick Finucane, 
continued on page 3 
The RU.C. has also failed to pro-
tect citizens from paramilitaries on both 
sides of the conflict. The most serious 
example of this is the continual" pun-
ishment beatings" - gruesome beat-
ings byparamilitaries of citizens. These 
beatings are a result of paramilitary 
groups taking on their own form of 
brutal justice, as the RU.C. will not 
often become involved in routine crimi-
nal activity unless it is tied in with the 
conflict. 
Winter stresses that because the 
U.K has no formal written constitu-
tion, there is really no objective stan-
dard'to guarantee the human rights of 
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t aOlfPolitics' iii ZImbabwe . I 
, ., [I I 1)1 - .j , .... . ( 
J' by David Bowen 
I , I hope that you fountfmy first 
• ,I • article to be fascin~tiJg·.~rid infqr-
mative. I did not want to give the 
wrong iVlpression and make it seem 
that Zimbabwe is in chaos, because 
i~ is not. However, university stu-
dents are very political and, it 
seemed to me they would demon-
strate, at times, at the drop...Qf a hat. 
Hmmm ... all this political talk has 
placed my mind into a very political 
mood. I'd like to give you a brief 
rundown on the Zimbabwean po-
litical system and share some of my 
observations with you, 
r which was rthe1onl,Y' party ,that had 
• r b. 'er i5 ' sear'S' in' ·P·arliament at the 
, time? With no sutisidies, the chance 
, ... •. ~.' lot 
.-, 
As you mayor may not know, Zimbabwe African National Union - Patriotic Front Headquarters 
Zimbabwe is a one party state ruled less than 30% of the population. 
by the Zimbabwe African National Ndebeles felt that the ZANU domi- leadership was able to merge ZANU 
Union-PatrioticFront(ZANU-PF). nated government unfairly geared and ZAPU to form an even more 
ZANU was one of two w'ings that its policie's towards the Shona ma- powerful ZANU in 1988. Hence, 
comprised the rebel Patriotic Front jority. As a result, Matabeleland ZANU overcame its first obstacle 
that fought against · the white-mi- (the region where Ndebeles live) to political preeminence. 
nority Rhodesian government in became a hotbed of political dissi- ZANU's next hurdle came in 
1970. ZANU-PF's leader, Robert dent activity. 1990, when Parliament allowed the 
Mugabe, served as the country's At first the government tried state of emergency to lapse; the 
prime minister from 1980 to 1988, to suppress the dissident activity by state of emergency was a throw-
after which he became Zimbabwe's force: it sent Central Intelligence back to the days of the white-minor-
president. The party has always Organization (CIa) agents and a ity government when it was at war 
dominated the political life of that North Korean trained army unit, the with the black nationalists in the 
nation since independence. Dudng 5th Brigade, to seek out and destroy 1970s. The party used the state of 
my stay, I learned that ZANU-PF all anti-government activity. How- emergency to consolidate its power 
h tn !, . 'r' 1 ~ i". . II: . . eyer. this dirln't wQ' rlr it "ould 't during the first ten years of 
,.' , ~.s a.t\.en ~~~.~~"dD~~~ul~~ to~m!(\~)'n ~(iH(11 ,,411 r11 .;f') f ! · ... ~:; i ";"\ : ,n l;" '\ \1',1 :;: .. ,. I . ' " C 'I ~ 
sure that domma~ee.~ • ,~~,..; -,~r::J..1I • JW,Qx;k.,As.the number of human nghts . ZIlIl:baDwe s mdependence. When 
In the mid-1980s, ZANU arid ' 'Violati0ns'grew, so did the scrutiny" 'the state of emergency expired th.er.~ . 
its other wing ZAPU, the Zimba- of various national and international was a rear possibility that opposi-
bwe African People's Union, had human rights groups. The govern- tionpartieswouldbeformedtoques-
irreconcilable differences that were ment was in danger of losing re- tion ZANU's program during the 
going to erupt into serious conflict. - spect in the international arena, first ten years. Foreseeing problems, 
ZANU was and stilI is dominated therefore the ZANU leadership de- the ZANU leadership decided to act 
by the Shonas, the ethnic group cided to proceed along the route of before it was too late: in 1992 it 
making up about 70% of the,popu- reconciliation. ZANUopened the passed legislation whkh permitted 
lation. ZAPU, on the other hand, door a bit wider for Ndebele partici- only parties that had over 15 seats in 
was controlled by Ndebeles, a mi- pation into the political life of the Parliament to receive subsidies for 
nority ethnic group comprising a bit nation. Even further, the ZANU election campaigns. Now guess 
fo~ jin effective political opposition 
was destroyed. 
Recently, there have been al-
. legations of election fraud on the 
part of ZANU-PF; during my visit, 
a case was pending before the High 
Court in which the plaintiff claimed 
that ZANU used-various techniques 
to stymie her campaign. Her allega-
tions included: ZANU bussing its 
supporters from other constituen-
cies to vote, ballot stuffing, the use 
of questionable voter registration 
lists and the unauthorized extension 
of polling hours. Personally, I be-
lieve her allegations stand water 
since it is ZANU-PF officials who 
monitor balloting. 
To the visitor, it would appear 
that democratic pluralism is alive 
and well in Zimbabwe: there is a , 
good deal of open political discus-
sion. However, if one reads between 
the lines, one' would realize that 
democracy is a mere illusion. If you 
visit Harare, you should see the 
Parliament building: it is a small, 
relatively obscure structure that sits 
nestled between a church and a row 
of 1ll9r~ impr!!~.sive government 
. building~. Compare that to ZANU-
EF l1eadquarters: a tall, imposing 
structure I that is visible from the 
other side of the downtown area. 
Th~t large brown building stands 
alone with letters spelling "ZANU 
PF" and a seal of a huge black 
rooster on top. I couldn't help but 
think that there was something very 
Orwellian about that scene. 
~EW FORDHAM PROFESSOR HONORED AT RECEPTION 
by Jeffrey Jackson ,; on current legal iSsues. 
Professor Jones is ' presently 
On Wednesday, September ._ one of three full-time black profes-
20th, the Fo~d~am Black Law Stu- " sors at Fordham. Th~ need for role 
d~nt AssocIation f<:)fmaHy wel- models is one of the reasons that 
) corned Professor Ruth~Jones during , BLSA held this e.vent. Says Rich-
a reception held in the Atrium. The ard Gadsby, "Even though we "as 
reception, saw an atte'ndance of over ' bla~k people are supposed to be 
sixty people from various student able to achieve the goals that we 
organizations, and included ad- want to achieve, this isn't reality. 
dresses by Professor James Cohen, Therefore, it is important to see 
Richard Gadsby, Chairperson of people like Professor Jones in posi-
BLSA, and Professor Jones. ' tions that we as black law students 
Ruth Jpnes, a graduate of Smith may strive for in the future." Gadsby 
College and UCLA Law School, further comments, "It is important 
began teaching the Domestic Vio- to recognize her presence and make 
lence Clinic in the Spring of 1995. it known. Sometimes clinical pro-
Before coming to Fordham she fessors are unknown, therefore rec-
served as a Manhattan District At- ognizing her makes her known to us 
torney, and also worked for the 
NOW legal defense fund. She can 
also be seen on CBS news and Court 
TV, where she gives commentary 
and to the Fordham pommunity.1I . 
~ .. , ..... 
From left to right: Professor Ruth Jones, Professor James Cohen and 
Assistant Dean of Students Nitza M .. Escalera 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR I 
To the Editor: I continue the fight. We have been 
It has come to our attention unsuccessful in our attempt to ban 
hat in late October, the Judge Ad- JAG from Fordham largely because 
ocate General (JAG) Corps will be of the efforts of a few antagonistic 
iven accommodations at the law alumni who have threatened to with-
chool for the purpose of recruiting hold contributions to the ' school if 
ordham students. The JAG Corps GALLA's request is granted. The 
s a sub-division of the Armed Dean has buckled under financial 
orces and, as such, adheres to the and political pressure, siding with 
'Don'tAsk,Don'tTell"policywith the alumni and against his own stu-
egard to the hiring, retention and dents. 
romotion of gay men and lesbians. We feel that it is essential that 
any of our members are "out" on our school's non-discrimination 
heir resumes because they are ac- policy be applied in deed. Appar-
ive participants in GALLA. This ently it is merely a hypocritical and 
dmission disqualifies them from . self-soothing symbol of inclusion 
onsideration for employment by and equality. Are we really as good 
he JAG Corps. By facilitating the a school as Columbia Qr NYU, 
AG Corps in its recruitment effort, schools whose Deans are willing to 
ordham is sanctioning overt dis- say proudly that they are opposed to 
rimination against members of its all discriminat!on, and that they will 
wn student body. Therefore, we not accommodate prospective em-
erceive Fordham's invitation of ployers who engage in it? If our 
AG to campus as a personal attack Dean is not prepared to tell a few 
n GALLA, and an embarrassment wealthy alumni that he cares deeply 
o our school. about all of his students and will not 
As the 90th anniversary of our 
law school draws· near, it is impor-
tant for us all to reflect upon those 
principles and values which have 
helped make Fordham so strong. At 
a GALLA ceremony honoring 
openly lesbian Federal Judge and ' 
Fordham Professor Deborah Batts 
last spring, Dean Feerick waxed 
poetic about Fordham's long and 
enduring tradition of fairness, in-
clusion and equality. Inviting JAG 
to recruit on campus is incongruent 
with those prindples to which the 
Dean claims Fordham has so stead-
fastly adhered. As students and . 
future alumni, we are deeply disap-
pointed that we are not considered 
members of equal standing of the 
Fordham Family. 
-- The Members of the 
Gay and Lesbian Law 
Association 
To the Editor: 
that Fordham University made eth-
ics a high priority. One of the most 
important po'ints stressed to me was 
that as we begin our professional 
lives we should be unwaveringly 
ethical, and be p'repared to reject the 
politically expedient, financially 
beneficial and morally comfortable. 
By inviting the Judge Advo-
cate General to campus, the admin-
istration has forced me to re-evalu-
ate Fordham Law School's ethical 
priorities. If another public organi-
.zation systemically and openly dis-
criminated against any other law 
student population (women, Ita-
lians, Jews or Catholics) the matter 
would not be a question. The orga-
nization would not be welcome at 
our school. 
GALLA has vigorously pro-
ested JAG's invitation for three 
traight years and fully intends to 
be swayed by withheld donations, During my first week of Law 
then Fordham is truly destined for School it was impressed upon me 
mediocrity. by the law school administration 
. The United States Armed 
Forces dishonorably discharge ser-
vice members for stating who they 
are. This is not right and should not 
be supported by an institution dedi-
cated to justice, equality and inclu-
sion. Fordham Law School should 
rescind its invitation to the Judge 
Advocate General. 
DENT ENTARY 
Why Future Black Lawyers Owe Their Time an(J ~nergie~r,~ $ave Itlt,~ ," J1;,," _u 
• \ .... 1 
- Life of Mumia Abu-Jamal 
For many of us the law school 
xperience . will be the launching 
ad to new careers in corporate and 
ntertainment law, the district at-
orneys office and many other fields. 
lack law students lik~ other stu-
ents, have worked diligently to 
ucceed in the academic world. 
owever many of us have forgotten 
bout the hard work that our elders 
society to change the little that it 
has. Power concedes nothing with-
out struggle, but how .many of us 
today continue on with that struggle 
and how many of us are tryjng to fill 
the few slots that have been allotted 
for us. 
Many of the freedom fighters 
involved in the social movements 
of the 60 's and 70's are still lan-
~ve 'put in to give us access tQ guishing in american prisons, but 
igher education. MaQY of us be- we don't know about them because 
ieve that our undergraduate GPA's, we are to busy try'ing to get that 
SAT scores, and personal state- good. job,· to stop and find out. 
ents are the only reasons ~hy we Mumia Abu-Jamal is one of those 
Billy being beaten by a cop. Mumia 
was shot in the stomach as he was 
rushed to help his brother. The cop 
w~s found dead at the scene. Wit-
nesses said another man shot the 
cop and ran off. However when 
other police came on the scene and 
noticed that MumiaAbu-Jamal was 
dom of Information Act, from the 
files of the FBI, that proved Mumia 
has been a target of harassment since 
he was a teenager. . 
The District Attorney did not 
make ballistics evidence available 
to the defense. Officer Faulkner had 
been shot and killed with a .44 cali-
I 
the person shot and lying next to a ber hand g~n, but Mumia had a 
dead cop, he was immediately ar- licensed .38, and there was no pow-
rested and beaten. Even though der residue on Mumia 's palm. At 
Mumia needed immediate medical Mumia' s ~entencing the eviden~e 
attention, he was brut~l~zed.by .CO}?s . rpr~s~~ted. included Mumia being a 
before and after being tC!ken to t~~_ memger Of the BlafK Panther Party 
hospital. and that he had used the term "Power 
J t'. , 
av~ got~en into these institutions. freedom fighters. Mumia is a former · 
e must remember that only 25 to BlackPantherPartymemberandan 
o years ago these schools would award winning JOUrnalist from 
ot even eonsid~r accepting Black . Philadelphia. Mumia was we'll 
eople. Lets keep it real, do you knowp in:Philadelpijia for his criti-
." ,_ '-- " .... " ~. 1. 
Attne trial Mumiawas'd~nied '1e die Peopi'e :~'" Also the D.A. 
the right !i9: represent '~iijt~elf ;br " 'rH~b'ug:ht into ~v~qel\f.eJhat Mpmia " fh 
have an attor~ey ' of liW "chofce: ' ~qti(jtdd Mao by sayin~J that :'politi- ., ~ iff 
Mumia's incompetent cdttrt-aiJ- \ ' cal p'ower gro~~ out 2 the b~rrel 0 
pointed defen~'~ attorney wa~ allot~ l ;a~tii{" AU of tJ:ti~ 'W:as,iupposed. to 
ted oJ?1y $150rdol~~rs, for tht cffi:h-" suggest that MUIl!ia ha~' been look-eally thitik that you are any smarter cal reporting on police brutality and 
han your parents or grandparents . government misdeeds. He has been 
ho wer~ denied opportunities a~ ~. 'fighting'. for · t~e 'hl]man rights of 
igher education in vast numbers? Mricans in america since he was 
o you really believe that white teen-ager and now Mumia is fight-
'nstitutions woke up one day with, - iog for his own life. 
orne new found moral courage and In 1982 Mumia was falsely 
aid ok it.' s time we gave a few of convicted for the killing of a police 
hem a chance. I don't think so, but officer. The circumstances sur-
any of us are miseducated enough rounding the incident and subse-
'n these places to walk around here quent trial lead ·to Mumia being 
hinking that we earned our way in railroaded into jail and sentenced to 
ith good grades. We have no con- death. On the night of December 9, 
pt of the fact that our people have . 1981 Mumia was moonlighting as a' 
ut their lives on the line for this cab driver when he saw his brother 
plete :pre-tiial inve'Stigatfoti. this ' ing ·to kill a cop since he was, a 
made it evident that he was fighting teenager. .< 
a losing battle. In a dtY 'whiC;h ' is " Now ~fter 13 years on dea!h 
40% black, only 2'l?lacks were cho~ row the GovernQr"of.rennsy,lvar¥a 
sen for the jury, onel.of wl)ich w~s ! has signed Mumia's death warrant. 
replaced by a white. Eleven poten- Mumia was scheduled to be ex-
tial black jurors were struck down. ecuted August 17th on Marcus 
The ptesidingjudge, judge Sabo is Garvey's birthday. However the 
a life time member of the Fraternal public outpour of support 'led to 
Order of Police has sentenced more Mumia getting-a stay of execution. 
people to death (31) than any other Subsequently Mumia's appeal for a 
judge in the country (29 of. them new trial has been turned down and 
people of color). He refused to let in 
evidence obtained under the Free- continued on next page 
I FEKfURE 
Question: What is the" Best Stuff on Earth?" , 
by Kathi Denise Lang-Thorbs 
There are several reasons why 
I read "Hot Copy" in the Daily News. 
First, it is a great source of accurate 
information; the rest of the paper. 
barely scratches the surface of the 
intimate goings-on of the rich, fa-
mous and superficial. The details 
these people's lives reinforce my 
decision to work in public interest 
law, and to pay 21% interest be-
cause my courtroom ensembles are 
from the new softer side of Sears. 
Second, I have seen one of the writ-
ers, A. J. Benza, on tbe "Gossip 
Show" on E! channel, and he is an 
oily, close-to-hunky, Brooklyn 
dream. (Well, one woman's dream 
is another woman's nightmare!) 
Third, when my mind begins to turn 
to Quaker oatmeal with raisins from 
reading casebooks, this stuff cer-
tainly perks me up. 
Anyway, consider my surprise ' 
to see a Fordham student mentioned 
in this esteemed column! The Hot 
~ on one of our classmates read 
as follows: 
"Snapple Gets a Raspberry" -
Please be sure when someone tells 
you tQey're giving you "the best 
stuff on Earth", your idea of good 
stuff and their idea of stuff is the 
same stuff. Otherwise you might 
end up like Toni Mele, a New York 
City woman who's suing Snapple 
and its bottler for a combined $1.5 
million. Mele says she took a gulp 
of Snapple diet raspberry iced tea 
and swallowed a small family of 
cockroaches and' other stuff. 
Mele's lawyer, Glenn Shore, 
claims that Mele discovered "black 
material" on her lips after taking the 
.initial swig of her Snapple last Oc-
tober 26. "She thought it was some-
thing natural, like tea leaves," Shore 
told us. "But when she looked in the 
bottle, there roaches and feces and 
baby infant cockroaches." 
, Mele, a law student at 
. Fordham, immediately reached out 
to Shore - who had just won a 
$500,000 case against Coca-Cola 
for a client who found AA batteries 
In one bottle. Shore said he tried to 
, work things out in a diplomatic way, 
but no~ his client is suing both 
Snapple and its bottler. Neither 
company returne1d our calls by dead-
. )f 
line." "Hot Copt', by A. J. Benza 
and Michael Lewittes, Daily News, 
Friday, August 25, 1995, p. 20. 
Hey now, this was different. 
This was someone I probably see 
everyday. The subject of this snip-
pet was a Fordham student; she 
wasn't rich and famous (wait -
didn't Chris Cuomo graduate last 
year?) So, your intrepid reporter 
reached out to the subject and her 
attorney. 
Of course, Toni Mele could 
not speak with me under advise of 
counsel, but she referred me to her 
attorney, Glenn Shore. Mr. Shore, a 
'graduate of Syracuse University 
College of Law, gave me the fol-
lowing statement: "At this point, 
there has been no offer to settle 
made by either Snapple or its bot-
tler. Suit is commenced, and until 
verdict is reached, we will proceed 
all the way to trial." ije verified that 
there had been contact with the re-
spondents in the suit, but that no 
offer was currently on the table. 
Mr. Shore was confident in 
asserting that he '!knows that we 
will get a verdict favorable to Ms. 
Mele." The Coca-Cola case men-
tioned in the article was won at trial, 
so he has recent experience to back 
up his claim. 
Let this be a lesson to all of you 
who want to consume only good 
things from the good Earth - be 
careful what you swallow! 
continued from previous page up against police, brutality, racism, 
government corruption and chal-
must now proceed to the Pennsyl- lengingofthe meritofa society that 
vania Supreme Court. puts profits in front of humanity. If 
Mumia has been sentenced to Mumia is killed then that makes it 
death not because they believed he easier for one of us to be next when 
killed a cop but because Mumia is we decide to stand up and struggle I 
anunrompromisingfreedomfighter for our human rights. We must get 
in the struggle for justice for Mri- involved to save Mumia's life. 
can people in america. As noted No __ Mike Tyson was not a 
before, like so many activist of the political prisoner but Dhruba Bin ' 
60's, Mumia has ,been under sur- Wahad and Angela Davis were ... no 
veillance by the FBI since lie was a __ Tupac Shakur is not a political 
teenager in' the Panther ' Party. prisoner but Gercmimal Pratt and 
Mumia was watched, like Dr. King, Mumia Abu Jamal are. Ask your-
Malcolm X, Huey Newton, Stokely self why the former names are much 
Charmichael, and Fannie Lou Ha.m- more familiar to you than the latter, 
mer,notbecausetheywereguiltyof . and what we can do to change that. 
any crime, but for daring to speak __ Carl Franklin '98 
l' .\ , . 
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CROSSWeR[)® croSSworCl 
. Edited by Stan Chess 
Puzzle Created by Richard Silvestri 
ACROSS 48 Epilhet for 4 Osair-wimer 34 NoS 
, Concern Arftrxry of 1961 I'.IlCOlIIVM*IediDI~·onn 
5 Eschew !he WtlfM 5 Hero 35 Babe's tut 
sc:Isscn 41 Junket I Payc:he 31 YCUIg 01' 
9 Peachy CXlIor ingredient COI11)On8r'It Penn 
14 u"-e 50 NoUo hot 7 S!yplic aUf 38 Low tier 
15 ~ eyes'at 52 ActresI Gray • Fight against 40 Cos unit ' 
16 ., the cooler 54 anchor 9 Smart 44 Yelled II 
17 Longshore- (ITICMI secinl'/) organizaIion? 45 'W1Iie and !he 
men? 57 SIand at !he 10 The Plastic Hand .he-
19 Paper money pia. Band recOrder 
20 Acx:umulate 60 Where port is I ' .1 Lilurgy .-; 48 Oscar Wi~ I 
21 Get all mushy left 12 Escadrille ~ty . 
23 ErIiatd'. 62. Prodded members i. 47 Get_'_ • 
method 64 In the clouds 13" case !' (ditch) ' 
24 Turned down 66 Shore dinner? 18 Assoc:ialicn of 51 Deluge with 
26 Roman 68 Move merd\an1S dec:iDeIs 
wherewithal edgewise 22 Adrialic island 53 More recent 
28 the hills 69 Mrs. Peel 25 Capital of 55 AIIan-_ 
30 Be benefactor 70 Alternatively Bangladesh 56 Concise 
34 Diet label 71 Got up 'rT AUIhor 57 Woofer sound 
37 Waterlront 72 Twenty quires Bagnold 58 Came down to 
vacalion? 73 -_I say 29 Mss by a earth 
31 Argued a moreT whisker 51 Hoo-ha 
case DOWN 31 Paradise Lost 61 V8ft)aJized 
41 XXiJV tripled 1 Dandified c:haraCf8r sigh 
42 Watch display, dudes 32 Ciao, in 63 Proof of 
pethaps 2 Troy tale Chelsea purchase 
43 Passenger on 3 Chaucer 33 Gave the 65 Alice spin-off 
!he landing? -pigrim oncHMtr 67 GP gpo 
GIVE SOMEONE A REASON 
TO GIVE THANKS AT AT THANKS-
GIVING! 
FORDHAMtS THANKSGIVING 
BLOOD DRIVE 
NOVEMBER 6 'AND 7, 1995 
WATCH FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
Organized by the Fordham Community 
I· 
by Kathi Denise Lang-Thorbs 
The Stein Scholars Program in 
Public Interest Law & Ethics hosted 
their first roundtable discussion for 
the new school year. On September 
13, 1995, the Stein Scholars and 
their guests discussed "Poverty Law 
in An Era of Retrenchment". The 
discussion was moderated by Stein 
Syholars Ron Rossi and Derrick 
Denckla, and the panelists were 
Edgar Cahn, WillIam Fry, arid Judith 
Goldiner. 
Edgar Cahn, Co-Dean and Pro-
fessor of Law at Antioch -School of 
Law, and his wife were responsible 
for the creation of the national legal 
, services program. He is the co-
author of "The War on Poverty: A 
Civilian Perspective", which was 
the blueprint for the Legal Services 
Program. 
Cahn discussed the time dollar 
network, which works like a barter 
system of services. Individuals 
could volunteer services to the com-
munity, which would translate into 
banked time dollars. The time dol-
lars could be used at a later date to 
purchase services from other mem-
bers of the program, such as other 
community organizations, or the 
time dollars could be iven to oth-
, . ~ 
ers. ("Time Dollars' Gain Curren~y. on the implications of federal cut- sucQ. CJ .g{ogram. . 
in Helping Needy", by Richard backs in -funding the legal assis- ', ' ' The Stein Scholars Program 
Louv, The San Diego Union-Tri- tancecorporation, and the impact of was established in 1992, .and is a 
bune, May 31, 1995, p. A-2.) the cutbacks on the poor. three year program for specially 
William Fry is the Executive Judith Goldiner is a staff attor- selected law students who want to 
Director of HALT, An Organiza- ney with the Civil Division, Civil " work in public interestlaw arid con-
tion of Americans for Legal Re- Appeals & Law Reform Unit of the centrate on academic work in legal 
form. HALT is a'member-supported Legal Aid Society in New York ethics. The Stein Scholars Program 
§501(c)(3) organization working to City. She specializes in landlord- topics for the remainder of the se-
change the legal system for the ben- tenant litigation, benefits work with mester are contemporary and con-
efit of consumers, by promoting emphasis on foster care benefits, troversial. Anyone interested in the 
greater access to rights and the courts and advocates for the rights of people state of public interest law in the 
through the use of independent para- with mental disabilities. She also country today should try to attend as 
legals, self-help, and the simplifica- trains new attorneys at Legal Aid on many discussions as possible. The . 
tion and reform of small claims, general housing issues, and trains discussions are held on Wednes- , 
probate, tort law and lawyer disci- more experienced advocates on the days from 4:30 p.m. to 6:20 p.m. in 
pline. Rehabilitation and Fair Housing the Faculty Reading Room, Room 
His commitment to legal ser- Acts. 410, and are open to both students ' 
vices for the poor has been demon- There was a difference in ide- and faculty. 
strated throughout his career, in- ology-between Cahn and Goldiner. . 
cluding acting as General Counsel Cahn asserted the Legal Aid ser-
to the New york City anti-poverty vices should be replaced with a time 
agency, founding the National Para- dollar system for legal services, 
legal Institute in Washington which while Go!diner, from her perspec-
trained paralegals for work in legal tive as a lawyer with Legal Aid, 
services for the poor; and creating objected to time dollar programs. 
the National Public Law Training She commented that time dollar 
Center which trained nonlawyer seemed more like "workfare", and 
advocates from nonprofit projects that the difference between practice 
serving the elder~y, handicapped and and theory of time-dollar is that 
disadvantaged. Legal Aid clients are already too 
Fry 's discussion concentrated busy trying to exist to participate in 
Litigating Domestic 
Violence/Sexism and the Law 
October 11, 1995 
Moderator: Robyn Watts 
International Human Rights 
November 15, 1995 
Moderator: Peggy Healy 
Prosecutors & the Media 
November 29, 1995 
Moderator: Rita Galvin 
The Academic Enrichment 
Program· Teaching Assistants 
will conduct evaluations for all 
I 
study group sessions from 
October 10 to November3rd. 
\ 
Look for our upcoming 
advertisement in the next 
issue of The Advocate. 
-i / .-' 
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HUMAN ~RIG HTS '. 9ONi~u~~ ,derogrt~on fr0!n b.,,~a~ ,4 . 'i 
I tights obligations. 0 
continued from page 2 The third area of the mission 
co-founder of Belfast firm 'Madden 
& Finucane, was kill~.d!"in circum- ' 
stances that strongly -suggest collu-
sion by the security forces" follow-
ing such threats. Flaherty said that 
the ceasefires have improved this 
situation in that the number of de-
tentions are down, and thus the 
threats have reduced in number as 
well, although they still occur. 
Flaherty stated that while this 
is a positive change, there is a defi-
nite negative in that nothing has 
been done to change the -system 
which allows these events to occur. 
Thus if the ceasefires do not hold 
and the conflict resumes, there is no 
safeguard to prevent more incidents 
from happening. Flaherty also 
stressed the need for an indepen-
dent inquiry into the murder of 
Patrick Finucane. 
The second area focused on 
questions of international human 
rights obligations and "when a re-
gime can or cannot maintain a dero-
o gation from human rights standards 
in light of an emergency." 
Flaherty pointed out that there 
has been nothing demonstrated by 
the United Kingdom concerning 
Northern Ireland that comes even 
close to a situation "threatening the 
life of the nation" that would justify 
dealing with thejirdiciaryissignifr.: . 
cant in that "the judiciary in North-
ern Ireland has largely escaped scru-
tiny." The committee examined 
issues relating to the judiciary's 
record in implementing the emer-
gency laws, and concerns that the 
judiciary has not fully examined 
human rights violations in the cases 
that come before it. The committee 
also found that the judiciary en-
gaged in several miscarriages of 
justice .. both through not overturn-
ing previous decisions or actQally 
furthering the miscarriages. 
Flaherty noted that a positive change 
was a new openness among the 
judges to talk to lawyers and human 
rights organizations since the 
ceasefire. Flaherty stressed that the 
human rights community hoped to 
make the judges realize that they 
o will be scrutinized for their actions, 
but to also encourage a continuing 
dialogue. 
BE SURE TO PICK UP 
THE SPECIAL 90TH 
ANNIVERSARY ISSUE 
OF THE ADVOCATE 
NEXT WEEK! 
(" \ \ . 
• ! 
J .. J.... " 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
A Roundtable Discussion: 
NEW ISSUES IN LITIGATING DOMESTIC VIO-
LENCE 
on Wednesday, October 11, 1995 
. at 4:30 p.m. 
in the Faculty Reading Room on the 4th floor 
Speakers: 
Cheryl Chambers, State Criminal Court Judge 
Marjory Fisher, Chief, Special Victims Bureau, 
Queens D.A. 
Holly Maguian, Professor at N.Y.U. Law School 
Elizabeth Schneider, Professor of Law at Brooklyn 
Law School ' 
, 
Sponsored by: 
The Stein Scholars Program 
ALL ARE INVITED!!! 
FREE 
:MPRE REVIE-W-
ANNOUNCING OUR. LOCATIONS FOR THE NOVEMBER M.P.R.E. REVIEW 
......... NOTE: All classes 'W'ill run frOIn 9:00 a :ITl. to 5:30 p.ITl. 
LIVE LECTURE ' 
Fashion Institute of Technology 
VIDEOTAPE LECTURES 
Albany La'W' School 
Buffalo La'W' School 
Georgeto'W'n University 
Hofstra La'W' School 
NYU La'W' ~chool 
Syracuse Marriot 
Melville Marriott 
SundaY9 Oct:ober 159 1995 
AInphitheater - Main Floor 
-Enter at 7th Ave. and 27th Street 
SaturdaY9 October 21.9 1.995 
La'W' School - ROOITl 1 7 
O'Brien Hall - RooIll. 107 
La'W' School - ROOITl 1 56 
La'W' School- ROOITl 238 
Vanderbilt Hall - ROOITl 1 10 
Basin ROOITl 'W'ill be Posted 
-Board ROOITl (1st FL) 'W'ill be Posted 
Walk-ins are 'W'elcotne or call 1-800-635-6569 to reserve a seat. 
Each st.udent. t.hat. attends 'W'ill also receive a free 250 page lvi.P .R.E. Revie'W' 
Book containing text and 150 M.P .R .E. questions. 
Tes~ Da~e: 
Regular Application Deadline: 
Late ApplicatiQn Deadline: 
FridaY9 NoveIDber 109 1.995 
Oct:ober 13, 1995 
NoveITlber 1. 1995 
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up Cave Hill, a m~untain overlook- which displayed Catholic and Prot-
-ing Belfast, when one could simply estantchildren playing together, and 
sit all day and ,listen to successive also highlighte~ the beautiful scen-
explosions and watch great clouds of ery of Northern Ireland; the end 
smoke erupt from various locations caption re'!9 "Life As It Should Be." 
throughout the city below. This phe- This attitude of openness between 
nomenon disappeared after the ' comniunitiesdidappeartotranscend 
ceasefire. Also absent was the con- the borders represented by the large 
tinual presence of the British Army 'peace wall' separating the Catho-
on patrol, marching in formation in lic and Protestant areas. Residents 
full combat gear and arms through from both sides of the wall, whether 
residential areas on a virtually con- from the Shankill Road (Protestant) 
tinuous basis. Aftertheceasefire, the or the Falls Road (Catholic) would 
-' Arrriy has been confined to barracks, meet in the middle of town to play 
' I' leaving the Royal Ulster Coqstabu- snooker, darts, toss back a few pints 
lary (RU.C.)to police the area. Sev- ' or watch their children's teams play 
eral roads that had been blocked off a friendly match of Gaelic football. 
were opened, and checkpoints were This sort of community intermin-
virtually nonexistent. People became gling would have been inconceiv-
more relaxed and enjoyed going about able before the ceasefire. 
their daily routines, without having The people as a whole were the 
to give continuous thought and con- mostfriendly,light-heartedandgen-
cern to the political situation or the erous folk I have ever had the plea-
dangers lurking around the corner. sure to meet. The best example of 
I was able to observe the city this would be the, local cab driver 
by Samantha Kearns '96 sentencing review and subsequent ' and the situation throughout the sum- who returned to my house 4 days 
Explosions came one after the release of British soldier Lee Clegg, mer as a result of my summer iiltern- after I had used the- cab to return a 
other in rapid succession. Then" who had been serving a life sen- ship with Madden & Finucane, the pound (about $1.50) of my fare. He 
sharp crashes and a crackling ~oise tence for the 1990 murder o,fWest most prominent defense firm in said that at the time he wasn't sure 
which I realized was the snapping Belfast Catholic teenager Karen Northern Ireland. I witnessed first- how much the fare across town was 
of flames when I opened my eyes to Reilly. Reilly had been a passen- hand the results of continuing civil (they didn't use meters) buthefound 
a red-orange glow in my room. The ger in a car taken for a 'joyride' rights vjolations by the RU.C., and out later that he had overcharged me 
scene out the window was even and run through an army check- biases of the judiciary in the and wanted to return my money! I 
more disturbing -individuals crash- point. "Diplock" juryless courts when deal- somehow can't imagine that hap-
ing vehicles and throwing "petrol Allegations were made that ' ing with those offenses. In addition, pening in New York! 
bombs" (malatov cocktails) inside the release was a carefully orches- I had the opportunity as an assistant Yet as the ~ummer wore on, 
them, resulting in massive explo- trated move by Prime Minister John to the Lawyers Committee for Hu- " the faces became increasingly tense, 
sions. Others had large blunt ob- Major to win election votes, and man Rights to interview several showing the stress of a straining 
jects and were smashing in wind- that if the Britishgoverlunentcould former Castlereagh Interrogation peace process giving signs/ 0f an 
shields and hoods. Occasionally a review Clegg's sentence ,!-nd re- Center detainees. The detainees re- imminent collapse. No new a11-
vehicle owner or observer would lease him they must also review vealed shocking stories of mistreat- party talks were scheduled and 
protest and the people turned on the sentences of hundreds ofI.RA. ment and continual harassment by people were beginning to think that 
each other. They were screaming prisoners in British jails. the R. U .C., both in and out of preservation of the ceasefire was 
and running everywhere. Large, This early review and release Castlereagh. These experiences must only a stalling maneuver of the Brit-
thick clouds of black sll\oke and seemed to many Belfast national- be contrasted with general "on-the- ish government. The British gov-
stray sparks filled the air. Then, a ists a direct slap in the face from street" observations ,to develop a full · ernment made no effort to curb the 
dull whirring became deafening as the British government. It was picture of what changes peace has civil rights violations being,inflicted 
a helicopter flew over the house, particularly bitter after many re- broughtto Northern Ireland, particu~ on the citizens by the RU.C.; viola-
, circled the area, and returned to fusals by the British government larly Belfast. r' tions which had occurred on a con-
hover over the house. The helicop- to name a date for all-party (in- I As an outside observer in the tinual basis before the ceasefire and 
tersearchlight cast a bright bluish cluding Sinn Fein, the legal politi- beginning of the summer, I was im- had not lessened significantly since 
glow inside all the rooms of the cal party counterpart of the I.R.A. >- pressed by the city - in appearance the ceasefire. 
house for over two hours. Eventu- talks, and little difference having andattitude. Belfast did not resemble Sit-down protesters at an "All 
ally the crowd dispersed, the fires been made in the treatment of the ghetto-like abomination I , had Party Talks" rally were dragged and 
died down, and I returned to bed. Northern Ireland's citizens. envisioned from watching "In the beatenbyiheR.U.C., as were others 
The scene was comparable to Thenextday, the charred and Name of the Father". The center of protesting the routing of a Protes .. 
many others occurring in the years smoking remains from the bombs Belfast resembled any other com- tant parade through a Catholic area. 
beforetheI.RA.ceasefireinNorth- and riots resembled a massive ve- mercial center, complete with new The area was forcefully cleared of 
em Ireland. The difference was that rucle graveyard. In the midst of foreign investors - several banks, of- protesters and then blocked off, al-
trus occurred on July 3, 1995 - al- the remnants there appeared large fices, communications centers and lowing neither entry or departure of 
most a year AFTER the ceasefire of messages painted on the walls of even a Disney store. The people the area's Catholic residents. 
August 31, 1994. The ceasefire , the city - , "Lee Clegg is a child were laid-back ~nd friendly; talk- While the continual presence 
begananeraof'peace'forNorthern murderer", "Oile out- all out", ative and generous to a fault. They of flak-jacketed soldiers was now 
Ireland" long suffering from the "No two-tier Brit justice". When seemed as a collective whole ex-. absent, the R.U.C. verucles were 
'troubles' betweennatiomilists (pri- confronted with such scenes; the tremely pleased to once again see always tobe seen about the area, as 
marily the Catholic population de- true meaning ofthe ceasefrre oomes foreign visitors and workers in their were helicopters disconcertingly 
siring political union with the Re- into question; A' year later, what city. After so many years of foreign hovering directly above , the city. 
public of Ireland), and unionists ' exactlyhastheceasefirechanged; tourists avoiding Northern Ireland TheRU.C.vehiclesinandofthe~­
(primarily the Protestant population what kind of 'peace' , has been and particularly Belfast, this selves were unnerving, resembling 
desiring preservation of the rule of brought to the people of Northern summer's rush of tourism came as a armored tanks 'more .than any con-
the Uruted Kingdom ovet: Northern , Ireland? ' " pleasant change. ventional notion of a traditional po- ' 
Ireland). Thankfully, scenes like the Another welcome change was lice vehicl~. , 
This particular ,-.:isode oc- onedescribe.dabovehave'become reflectedi~aseries'oftelevisioncom- West Belfast's residents con-
curred in response to Britain's early ' rare. The locals told of past climbsmerdals titl~c! "O~ the Bright S,ide" _. contin;ued on next page, 
continued from page 8 
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tinued to be subject to random house 
addressing ~hose concern~. 
without a jury showed' t?t~l disre-
gard for the adversarial trial system 
' and proceeded to question defen-
dants themselves. Their questions 
were blatantly biased in favor of the 
prosecution, often ignoring several 
.' 
'IN THE SPDTL"I SHT Samantha Keams, a, third-year student who worked this summer 
for Madden & Finucane also spoke 
briefly about defense c~se prepara-
tion and raids and searches by the 
R.U.c., and arbitrary arrests and 
detentions. Some suspects were 
held for as long as six months be-
fore the R.U.C. acknowledged that 
there was no eviderice against them 
to support any charges of wrongdo-
significant shortcomings in the Professor Abner Greene's article on "The Pledge of Allegiance 
prosecution's evidence. Several Problem" will be published by the Fordham Law Re-view in November. 
judges' rulings were contrary to all The article suggests a rethinking of the "right not to speak." Professor 
the evidence and testimony pre- Greene also will be participating at an important conference at San Diego 
ing. 
sented. ' Law School dealing with "Theories of the Religion Clauses." 
So what kind of peace has the Professor Michael Malloy's article on bank regulatory initiatives 
ceasefire brought to Northern Ire- and obligations appears in the Fordham Law Review. He has also recently 
land? For this peace to be a lasting been appointed Chair of the Editorial Advisory Board of the Bankinl: Law 
While in custody, detainees one, the R.U.C. must stop badger- Anthology. 
were subject to varied forms of ing, harassing and torturing the citi- ProfessorTerry Smith had a letter published in the Times PQinting 
physical and mental torture. When z~ns and in particular the detainees; out that the decline in New York's murder rate started five years ago under 
I was interviewing former detain- this only adds resentment and stress Mayor Dinkins. 
ees of the Castlereagh Interroga- to an already fragile situation. Re- The writings of Professors Perillo, Thel and Yorio were promi-
tion Center, I was told stories of forms must be made in the judicial nently mentioned in the Second Edition of Professor Peter Linzer's work 
being physically threatened and hit system to restore a true adversarial entitled "A Contracts Anthology." According to Professor Linzer, the 
on occasion, as well as other verbal trial fO,rmat. Serious talks must be book includes "Joe Perillo ' s moving collection of Arthur Corbin 's letters 
threats. One young mother was held by all parties concerned re- to Robert Braucher, written when Corbin was in his eighties." 
sexually molested and told in garding continued peace and imple- Professor Bruce Green has been appointed co-chair of the ABA 
graphic detail whattheofficerwould mentation of a peace plan. Litigation Section' s Committee on Ethics and Professionalism. 
do to her young daughter if she did There have been marked and Professor Marc Arkin published an interesting review of Elaine 
not confess. Others had heard their significant improvements in the day- Pagels ''''The Origin of Satan" in 'the June 21, 1995 issue of the Wall Street 
names, addresses and family infor- to-day lives of the citizens, with a Journal. 
mation shouted down the halls, os- new openness and growing sense of Professors Ruth Jones and James Kainen have provided com-
tensibly with the aim of making the community, and freedom from con- ments for various news programs on the 0.1. Simpson trial. 
detainee think the police had given tinual scenes like the one I experi- Professor James Fleming recently published the second edition of 
theirinformation to the loyalist para- enced on July 3. Perhaps the most his casebook, American ConstitutionalIntemretation which he co-authored 
military death squads as a potential significant development since the with Walter F. Murphy, the McCormick Professor of Jurisprudence at 
target. These things continued to ceasefire has been the way the people Princ~tbn, and Professor Sotirios A. Barber of the University of Notre 
happen after the ceasefire and were ' have responded to it, discussing a Dame. 
still occurring throughout the sum- peaceful e to the situation, and . A letter from a recent graduate said of Professor Joseph Perillo: "It 
mer. As one former-defalrre is~iid, '- h6~ ihey~ Ho ngt ~~~t thing~ tci 'r~'~ ' say's much for a school and its faculty. when a student fe~ls comfortable 
"It"hasn't changed there for us .. .it tum to the way they were before the enough to approach a professor and ask for a helping hand. Although as a 
hasn't changed at all." ceasefire. They have a new light of graduate of Fordham Prep '88 and Fordham University '92, I have become 
During hearings and trials, hope in their eyes, a h~pe that this' accustomed to this luxury, it still does not make it any less special." 
judges in 'TIiplock" courts sitting time, the peace will last for always. Thanks to Professor Carl Felsenfeld's leadership, the School was 
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. - I '. A 'r:~cent study conducted by' the' Association:of the Bar 'of ~he City. . 
of New York found that women's chances of making partner at la~ge 
Manhattan fi~s dropped drastically to pre-1973 levels. After reviewing 
the staffing decisions of eight anonymous large law firms, the study found 
that only 5% offemale first-year associates hired between 1981-1986 were 
promoted to partner compared to 15 % of those females hired between 1973-
1981. Two factors were attributed to this downward slide: 1) the increasing 
importance of rainmaking coupled with firms' archaic belief that women are 
not as good at generating business as men are; 2) greater awareness of 
sexual harassment and male partners' growing concern that working too 
closely with women might bring harassment charges. 
Former federal appeals court judge A. Leon Higginbotham was one 
of twelve persons named to receive America's highest civilian honor, the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom. Mr. Higginbotham was commended for his 
commitment .to equal and civil rights. President Clinton presented the me-
dals at a White House ceremony on September 28. , 
Students having gotten call-backs from the firm of Mudge Rose 
Guthrie Alexander & Ferdon may be able to breathe a little easier these 
days. The firm has retained Arthur Olick, name partner at Anderson Kill 
Olick & Oshinsky. Mr. Olick specializes in representing firms in financial 
trouble and has alre~dy been meeting with some of the firm's major creditors 
to ensure that Mudge Rose isn't forced into bankruptcy. He says that he 
expects Mudge Rose will avoid bankruptcy. 
OJ. Simpson has filed for a trademark onJ he name "OJ." with the 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. The trademark would enable Mr. 
Simpson to license and charge fees for the use of his name on products such 
as toys, publications, posters, etc. 
A trial of original jurisdis;tion was delayed by the Supreme Court until , 
April 1996. The'trial, which is the culmination of a d~spl!te bet)veep New 
P York and New Jersey over sovereignty- of Ellis Island, had been set to 
commence in November. 
Bicycling students BEWARE! Operation SPOKE goes into effect 
soon. As 'part of the Giuliani administration's efforts to improve NYC's 
"quality-of-life," bicyclists are now required, at the risk of paying hefty 
fines, to obey all-vehicular traffic laws including stopping at red lights, not 
going, the wrong way on a one way street, and not riding on sidewalks. 
-----"...;,-----Having trouble printing out documents on Westlaw lately? Take 
heart, it's NOT the law school's computer lab--this time. Effective Septem-
ber 1, Westlaw quietly limited law student access to its on-line services to 
25 hours and 100,000 lines per printing per month per user. The reason? To 
teach students how to "budget" access to on-line research services. Journal 
staffers are automatically exempt. . 
STU'DENT ORGA~IZATION REPORT 
~ . 
Amnesty International works specifically for: · 
- the release of'prisoners of conscience - men, women, and 
children imprisoned for their beliefs, color, sex, ethnic 
origin, lariguag~, or religion, pt~vided 't~ey have neither, 
, used nor advocated violence; 
- fair and prompt trials for all political p~~soners; 
- an end to torture, executions, p.olitical killings and 
"disappearances." 
Tpe Fordham Law chapter of Amnesty will take part in national letter-
writing campaigns and events as well as regional events. In. addition, 
Fordham's Amnesty chapter will sponsor several films, lectures and school 
events open to ALL Fordham Law students to promote education, aware-
ness and involvement in international human rights issues. 
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Dear First Year Student: ' 
welcom.e to law school! 
November 11 in New York City 
BAR ESSAY WORKSHOPS 
Five-Session New York Small Groups 
Essay Workshop 
December 4-8, 1995 
Three-Session Bar Essay Workshop 
New York City, February 2-4, 1996 
One S,ession Bar Essay Workshop 
,Washington, D.C., December 9, 1995. 
Mary Campbell Gallagher, J.D. 
(Harvard), Ph.D.(U. of Illinois) 
Author of Scoring High on Bar Exam 
Essays (Arco 1991, MCG 1995) 
,ct: Call Mary CampJ::>~~l .. ~allagher, J.D., 
Ph.D., for information: (212) 279-1980. 
Chances are that your first year of law school will be a bit overwhelming. And the stories you've 
heard about briefing cases, aU night study sessions and the Socratic method don't make things any 
I;>etter. But rest assured, there is a way to make your first year of law school a little bit easier -
BAR/BRI's First Year Review program. 
I ':- ~. 
. \' . , . ';:, 
" , 
'. , 
, '. 
The secret to success in your fIrst year of law school is in understanding the "big picture" 
and being able to fit loosely constructed pnnciples of law together in a meaningful way. As a first 
year student you need an experienced guide to cut through the fog of details created by casebooks, 
hornbooks and class notes. BAR/BRI's Power of "'Experlencetll Is your guide. 
The First Year Review program. 
UseCl by more tII.n 15,000 first ve.r stuClents n.tlonwlclel 
, . 
'_ J 
Last year, BARlBRI's First Year 
Review Program was relied upon by 
more than 15,000 students 
nationwide. This program includes: 
• m. "IrK Y." Revt_ eOOk ~ /em 
• consatutloMl Law OUtiln. 
• FnCY ___ -.wtth __ Answers 
• ~~wtth Elq)IWlllto<y AnSW .... 
• ,."..eam __ Lectur_ 
• ,nt Y_CIIan SUPPlement fA _E1tduIIWO 
• lam wmtng TedlnlQu. leCCut'e 
• I~c:om..u--_. 
• ,.,_ onyaur _III TUItlon ___ SSSS! 
• ACtIV. ___ III UVOugnout .... 1ChOOI 
• _1tuIIetInI 01 upmted __ 
We look forward to helping you 
maximize your first year gades. 
The PD_ Df .. perl.nee-
(100) 472 ... 99 NY 0ftIce 
(100) 166-7277 MA orne. 
',' 
J , 
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BA1VBRl 
LAST YEAR 
AWARDED· MORE THAN 
$150,000 IN FINANCIAL AID 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
---
THIS YEAR 
BAR/BRI 
WILL AWARD 
UP TO 
250,000 
IN 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
TO 1996 GRADS 
THROUGHOUT THE NORTHEAST 
(800)472-8899 
The First Annual ~ 
BARRISTER'S 
Bowe 
..... 
RULES: 
• Competition is open to all students PRIZES 
attending law schools in New York 
State. 
• Each school will be represented by First Place Team 
two 3-person teams. SBA Receives $2,500 Cash Award 
Each Participant Receives $1,000 Cash Award 
• Questions test general and legal Second Place Team knowledge. 
• All matches consist of two is-minute 
SBA Receives $1,000 Cash Award 
halves of toss up, bonus and final 
Each Participant Receives $500 Cash Award 
questions . . Third/Fourth Place Team 
• Teams will compete in single SBA Receives $SOO Cash Award 
elimination rounds with the winners Each Participant Receives $250 Cash Award 
advancing to the next round. 
• Regional competition commences 
All members of teams competing in inter-school 
matches who do not reach the quarter-, semi- and 
November 5,1995. final rounds receive a $100 New York BARIBRI 
Quarter-, semi- and final rounds will Bar Review Course discount. • I -be held in New York City. 
• Registration in BARIBRI is not 
Spon4<mJ t,,: . required. 
• For more information, contact your 
rooM Student Bar Association, your BARIBRI Representatives or call . BARIBRI at (800) 472-8899. BAli REVIEW 
The PDWSI' '01 EXpsl'/ence'· 
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